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1.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their ourn words as far as practicable-
Attempt All questions-

The Jigures in the margin indicate FulI Marks.
Necessarv tnblcs are attached herewith.
Assume suitable dua if rzecessary-

What are measures of centrul tendencies? Write favorable points of each of them.
calculate approximate measures of cenfial tendency from followingdrta; U+2+31

Wages in Rs/ week Less than 35 35-37 3840 4t-43 Over43
No. ofwaee earned t4 82 99 18

.|

From a group of4 Engineers,3 Dostors and 2 Statistician a sub-group of3 has to be
made, what is theprobability that sub-group consists of
a) One from each profession
b) Atleastone engineer Vl
!-"fi"" discrete probability distribution with suitable example. Compare Negative
Binomial and Binomial probability disributions [3+3]
A quality control engineers inspects a random sample of 3 batteries from each lot of 24
car batteries that is ready to shipment. If such a lot contain six batteries with slight
defects, what is theprobabilities that the irupector's sampre wilr contain

I6l

[2+31

OR

What are Gamma and Chi-squared distributions? Speci$ relationship between them.

The life of an electric light bulbs follows Normal distribution with mean E00 hours and a
standard deviation of 50 hours. Find the probability that a bulb burns

a) Between 750 and 825 hours
b) More than 900 hours t5l

OR

Define exponential distribution. Suppose that the service life of a semiconductor is
exponentially dishibuted with an average of 60 hours. Find the probability that a semi-
conductor will a) still working after 90 hours

b) fpil within 120 hours

7. A population corsists of five numbers 2, 4, 6 and g

a)- Enumerate all possible sample of size two without replacement
b) Show that the mean of the sampiing dishibution of sample mean is equal to

population mean ' a "- 
t4l

2.

J.

4.

).

a) None of the batteries with defect
b) Only one of the batteries with defect
c) At least two of the batteries with defect

Write major characteristics of normal dishibution. Discuss relation betrrueen Nomral
distribution and Standard Normal distribution.



t6l.ti

t6l

8. State central limit theorem. A random sample of size 100 is taken from an infinite
population with mean 75 and variance 256. Assert the chances of sample mean between
67 and 83.

9. What is type Ist error? Describe the procedure of the for difference of two Mean for'large
sample.

l0-Define ehi-square distribution. A book containing 500 pages, was thoroughly checked.
The dishibution of number of error page was given below as

Using chi-square test of goodness of fit, veri$ whether ghe arrivals follow a poison
distribution atlYolevelofsignificance t6l

11. Defrne hypothesis. Describe the procedure of testing of hypothesis of significant
difference between two population means for large samples.

OR

lescribe the type.s of error in Hypothesis Testing. Write the procedure testing of
Hypothesis of single proportion.

12. Write the Decision criteria in test of Hlpothesis with diagram.

I 3. In trying to evaluate the effectiveness ofantibiotics in killing bacteria, a research institute
compiled the following information

EITOT was a5
Number of enors: 0 I 2 314 5
Number of Dases: 275 t38 75 7i+ I

Estimate average score of candidates
Find unbiased estimator of true standard deviation and standard
Als:test for consistency of score 

***

t6l

t4l

information
Antibiotics (ms) t2 l5 t4 16 t7 l0
Bacteria 5 1 5.6 7.2 8.6 6.2

Find strength and direction ofrelationship between rhem. t4l
14. Differentiate between conelation and regression anarysis. t4l
l5' Following data revels the scores of sixty candidates of IOE entrance examination

51.43 4A 78.57 46.43 5t.43 s0.71
42.14 50.71 42.86 55 71.43 &.29
s2.86 42.14 57.14 45.7r 43.57 40
44.29 55.71 40 48.57 48.57 49.29
51.43 47.14 54.29 45 s3.57 50
49.29 60 48.57 50.71 50 49.29
47.t4 53.57 58.57 43.57 47.14 53.s7
47.86 47.14 40 43.57 52.86 47.86
49.29 49.29 42.86 47.14 48.57 50
47.r4 50.71 s2.86 47.86 47.t4 7A

a)
b)
c)

error ofaverage score

t8l
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Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.

Attempt AII queslions.

The figures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
Necessary tables sre attached herewith.
Assume suitable data ifnecessary.

In two companies A and B engaged in similar type of industry, the average weekly wage

and standard deviation are given below:

Describe the properties of

Company A Comoanv B
Averase weekly waee (Rs) 460 490

Standard deviation 50 40

No. of wage eamers 100 BO

i) Which company pays larger amount as weekly wags?

ii) Which company show greater variability in the distribution weekly wages?

iii)What is the mean and standard deviation of all the workers in two companies taken
together?

State the law multiplication of probability. An Electronics company has an engineering
position open. The Probability that an applicant is capable is 0.7. Each applicant is given

written test and oral examination. A capable applicant passes with Probability 0.9 while
an incapable applicant passes with Probability of 0.4. Find (a) the probability that an

applicant passes the test (b) the probability that the applicant is capable given he/she

passes the test.

Define negative Binominal Distribution. If a boy is throwing stone at a target what is the
probability that his 10ft ttrow is his 5ft hit, if the probability of hitting the target at any
trial is 0.6. Also find the mean and variance of random variable.

Define hypergeometric probability distribution with an example. Describe the conditions
for the binomial approximation to hypergeometric distribution?

Let X denote the amount of time for which a book on two hour reserve at a college library
is checked out by a randomly selected student and suppose that X has density function,

f(x)=l/2*, 0<xi2
- 0 otherwise

Calculate P(X < 1) and P(0.5 < X < 1.5)

6. Define continuous random variable with suitable example.
probability density firnction and distribution function.

7. State Central limit theorem with an example. Explain why it is important in engineering
field?

A population consists of thb four number 2,8,14,20

i) Write down all possible sample size of two without replacement
ii) Verifu that the population mean is equal to the mean of the sample mean
iii) Calculate the standard error of the sampling distribution of the sample rnean

Define Karl Person coeffrcient of Correlation and coeffrcient of determination. What it is
input in analysis.

t6l

2.

t6l

t5l

l5l

t5l

4.

5.

t5l

t5l

t5l8.

9.

t5l
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a, 10. A house survey on monthly expenditure on food yield following data:

Monthly expenditure (100 Rs.) 10 l5 LV 25 30 35 40
Monthly income (1000 Rs.) 2 + 5 l 6 6 5
Size of the family 4 5 7 10 8 il AT

Obtain the multiple correlation coefficient.

i 1. There was a research on voltage supply by Ba Hries supplied by two companies. Both
company claims that same. But researcher suspects that there is significance difference
between mean voltages between two companies. To test this, she selected independent
samples from both company and in lab test the result were as follows:

Mean Sample Standard deviation
CompanyA l3 3.59V 0.3v
Company B l0 3.15V 0.4v

Test the researcher suspect was correct at S%olevel ofsignificaace.

12. Shyam and Co. produces three varieties of certain product: deluxe, find and ordinary. A
recent market survey is conducted for preference ofproducts. The preference was found
as follow:

Product Production
Deluxe t5 t4 19 t8
Fine II t2 20 t6
Ordinary 16 l8 t6 11

LI

Is there a significant difference in the preference of products test it using ANOVA test.
Use g:5%

OR

The following are the average weekly losses of worker hours due to accidents in l0
industrial plan before and after a certain safety program was put into operation:

Use the 0.05 level of significance to test whether the safety program is effective.

13. Define critical value. A manufacturer claimed that at least 95o/o of the water pumps
supplied to the ABC Company confirmed to specification. However, the product -;ug"t
at ABC Company wasnt satisfied with the claim of the manufacturer. Hence, to test the
claim, the manager examined a sample of 250 water pumps supplied last month and
fonnd that 228 water pumps as per the specification. Can you conclude that the
production manager is right to doubt on the claim of the manufactures? (g:0.01)

14- Describe the Hypothesis testing procedure of Chi-square test of independence for
2x2table.

15. The following table shows the number of hours 45 hospital patients slept following the
administration of a certain anesthetic.

Find sample mean, sample variance and sample standarddwiati,on
Compare a value that measures the amount of variabitity relative to the value of mean

lsl

t5l

tsl

t5l

l8l

a)
b)

Before 45 '46 124 aa
JJ 57 83 34 26 t7

After 36 60 44 tt9 35 51 77 29 24 ll

l0 t2 4 8 3 8 5
t2 ll J 8 I I IJ 10 4
4 5 5 8 7 J 2 J
8 l3 I 7 t7 3 4 5 5
a
J I l1LI 10 4 lt 8

** {<
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Canciidates are required to give their ans*'ers in their ornryt words as far as praclicable'

A t I empt'4 Il ilue s t i tt n s'

T'he figures in ilte margin indicate Full Marks'

Necessarv lables are ctlashEd lrercwitft.
A s s uiiie s u i i a i; i t' ti u ltt tJ' nec es s ary.

What are the differencds between measurss of central tendency and measures of
dispersion? The mean and standard deviation of 20 items is found to be i0 and 2

respectir,"ly. At the time of checking it was found that one item 8 was inconect' Calculate

the mean and standard der.iatioa if: (i) the wlong item is omitted (ii) it is replaced by 12.

Define conditional probability. An assembly plant receives its voltage regulators from

these tluee differentlupplien, 60% from supplier A,30o/a from supplier B, and 10% form

supplier C. it is also known thztglah of voltage regulators from A, 80% of these from B,

^i Asyrthese from C perform according to specifications. What is the probability that

D Anyone voltage regulator received by the plant will perform according to

specifications
ii) A voitage regulator that perform according to specification came ftom B

Write the differences and similarities between Binomial and Negative Binomial

Distribution.

In certain factory tuming out optical lenses, there is a small change, 1/500 for any lens to

be defective. The lenses-are supplied in packets of 10 eaeh. What is the probability that a

packet will contain

i) No defective lens
ii) At least one defective lenses

iii) At most two defective lenses

OR

expectation of a discrete random vasriable. A probability

distribution is given

X:X 0 I 2 J 4 5

pCX:x) 0.26 0.25 0.11 0.02 0.2s 0.11

Find (a) P(X : a); (b) p(O .X t 4); (c) mean and variance af X

Define standard normal distribution. Give the condition for normal approximation of
Poisson distribution.

The mean inside diameter of a sample of 200 washers produced by a machine is 0.502 cm

and the standard deviation as 0.005 cm. The purpose for these washers are interned allows

a maximum tolerance in the diameter of 0.496 to 0.508 cm, otherwise the washers are

considered defective. Determine the percentage of defective washers produced by the

machine. Assume the diameter is normally distributed.

What do you mcan by sampiing distribution of a sample mean and its Standard Error?
gxplain! with example. Wtrat woUa be the variance of sampling distribution of mean, if
sample is taken from finite pSplJation?

t6l

t6l

a
J.

12+31

tsl

Define mathematical

5"
tsl

t-<tL"l

i5l



o.& 8. Define the Central Limit Theorem. A sample of 100 mobile battery cells tested to find

the length of life produced the following results as mean 13 months and standard

deviation of 3 months. Assuming the data to be normally distributed by using Central

Limit Theorem what percentage of battery cells expected to have Avereige iife?

i) N{cre than l5 mcntirs (ii) Less ihan 9 months

9. Define partial and rnultipie correlations with examples. Write down the properties of
partial and rnultiple correlation.

l0.Anarticleinwear(Vol.l52,lggz,pp. 171-181)presentsdataonthefrettingwearofmild
steel'and oil viscosity. Representative data follow, with x: oil viscosity and y: wear

volume (l0al0* cubic millimeters
v 240 181 193 r55 172 110 113 75 94

x I.O 9.4 15.5 2A.B 22.0 35.5 43.0 40,5 33.0

1) Fit the sample linear regression model using least

ii) Predict fretting wear when viscosity x : 30

11. Describe the procedure of the test of significance for difference of fwo population mean

for large sample.

12. Ten objects were chosen at random from the large population and their weights were

found to be in grams 63, 63, 64, 65, 66, 69, 65, 66.1, 64.5. ln the light of above data,

discuss the suggestion that the mean weight in the population is 65 gm. Use a : 0.05'

13.Define chi-square distribution. From the following data can you conclude that there is

association between the purchase of brand and geographical region? (Use 5% level of
significance).

Reeion
Central Eastern Western

Purchase brand 40 55 45

Do not ourchase brand 60 45 55

14. In a postai survey of 500 households, 330 said that they thought they were being

overcharged for the public services within their area.

i) Calculate an approxim ate 99Yo confidence inten'al for the population proportion, p, of
housefuolds who thought they were being overcharged for public sen'ices within their

area.

ii) Estimate the size of sample required to estimate the value of p to be within 99"/"

confidence lipi15 6f +0.025.

15. Following data gives the sample records of number of passenger take ticket at the counter

ofBus during one hour period.

Find ths
Samp[e mean of Nui-;.berot passenger

SampTe Standardteviatiorr and Coeificient ol variation.
Standard enor of the sanple mean.

Find the 95o/o ?nd 997o conliderrce lir-nit ol sample mean

t5l

r<t
tJl

t5l

tsl

t5l

t5l

l5l

t8l

ii.'
iii.

iv.

22 58 32 5b 62 57 25 45 23 37

64. .56 46 50 ?9 {t9 63 36 .26 58

60 26 58 58 29 43 53 .:.S, 4,5 22

52 43 45 3i 45 39 35 38 30 60

58 42 54 62 52 42 65 58 51 60

53 45 31 53 22 53 51 s2 47 59

***
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r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
{ AttemptAll questions.
{ Thefigures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
/ Nec*sam lables ore altached herewith.
{ Assume suitable data if necessary.

l. Two different sections of a statistics class take the same quiz ard the scones are recorded
below: t6I

a) Find the range and standard deviation for each section
b) What do the range values lead you to conclude about the variation in the two sections?
c) Why is the range misleading in this case?

d) What do the standard deviation values lead you to conclude about the variation in two
seetions?

Section I I 20 2A 20 20 20 20 ?n 20 20 20
Section 2 2 3 4 5 6 l4 t5 I6 t7 l8 r9

2. Define dependent and independent events with suitable examples. The-independent
probabilities that the three sections of a costing department will enounter a computer error
are 0.2, 0.3 and 0,1 per week respectively. What is the probability thd there would be: t6l

D At least one computer error per week
ii) One and only one computer error per week-

3. Write the differences and similarities between Binominal and Negative Binominal
Distribution. Y2+3)

4. A quality control engineer inspects a random sample of 4 batteries frrom each lot of 24 car
batteries that is ready to shipment. [f such a lot contain six batteries with slight defects. What
are the probabilities that the inspector's simple will contain: t5l

D None of the batteries with defect?
ii) At least trvo of ihe batteries with defects?
iii) At most three of the batteries with defect?

5. A random variable X has the following probability density function as: t5l

[kx'(4-x)',0 < x< I
f(xl={

[0,otherwise

Find the value of k, using this value of k find mean and variance of distribution.

6. The breakdown voltage X of a randomly chosen diode of a particulu type is known to be
normalFy distributed with mean 40 volts and variance 2.25 volts. What is the probability that
the breakdown voltage will be: t5l

i) Between 39 and 42 volts
ii) Iess than 44 volts
iii) More than 43 volts

OR

The daily consumption of electric power in a certain city follow a gamma distribution with
a=2 and F:3. If the power plant of this city has daily capacity of 12 million kilowatt
hours, what is the probability that this power supply will be inadequate on any given day?

:

I

i

I

I

i

J

i

{
+

I

I

i

l-



7. State cental limit theorem. An electrical firm manufactures light bulbs that have a lengh of
life that is approximately normally distributed with mean equal to 800 hours and standard

deviation of 4 hours. Find the probability that a random sample of 16 bulbs will'have an

average life of less than 12775 hours. ' i , tll
8. What do you mean by sampling distibution of a sample mean and its standard Error? What

would-be the variance of sampling distribution of rnean if sample is taken from finite

population? [3+l]

9. Define partial and multiple correlation with suitable examples. Write down the properties of
partial and multiple correlation. t5l

10. The following data gives the number of trvists required to break a certain kind of forged alloy
bar and percentage of alloying element A present in the metal. t5I

Number of twists 4l 49 69 65 40 50 58 57 3l 36

Percentage of element A 10 t2 t4 l5 l3 t2 t3 l4 l3 t2

D Fit the regression equation of number of twists on percentage of element A. Determine
the predicted number of trviss required to break an alloy when percentage of element

is 20.
ii) Find 99% confidence interval for the regression coefficient (i.e.slope)

I l. In a certain factory, there are two independent processes-rnanufacturing the same item. The

average weight in a sample of 250 items produced from one process is found to be 120 gnm
with a standard deviation of 12 gram, while-rhe corresponding figurEs in a sample of 400

items frorn the other process are 124 and 14 respectively. Test whether fie two mean weights

differ significantly or not at 5 percent level of significance. t5I

12. Three trained operators work on production of new product. Ttre productivity of the

operators are recorded as below: t5I

Operators Production
I t0 t2 t4 l6
2 -12 ll l3 t6
3 l4 l5 12 ll

Using ANOVA test whether the difference in average productivity due to the difference in
operators are significant. Use a: 5%o

OR

Define confidence level and significance level. A company ctaims that its light bulbs are
superior to those of its main competitor. If a study showed that a sample of 40 of its bulbs has

mean lifetime of 647 hours of continuous use with standard deviation of 27 hour. While a
sample of 40 bulbs made by its main competitor had mean lifetime of 638 hours of
continuous use with standard deviation of 3l hours. Does this substantiate claim at lYo level
of sigrrificance?

13. Write down the steps for testing hypothesis on -difference between two population
proportions for the large sample size. t5I

U.lA72 students were classified according to their intelligence and econornic conditions. Test
whether there is any association between intelligence and economic condition. t6]

Economic Condition Intelligence
Excellent Good Mediocre Dull

Good 48 t99 t8l 82
Not sood 8l t85 190 r06

!

i

!
i

i

l

i

,I
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15. The sample of le,ngth of life of bulbs Aom two cdmpanies arc given belm,:

Length of life (hours) Comoanv
A B

500600 l0 3

600-700 2t l.l

700-800 6 15

800-900 8 12

900-r000 2l 4
1000-1 100 l0 5

I 100-1200 2 l5
1200-1300 t2 13

1300-1400 t9 7
1400-1500 9 7
1500-1600 3 4
1600-1700 7 6
1700-1800 5 3

1800-1900 4 2
1900-2000 I 3

t8l

)

I
{

I.1
i
i

i) Calculate mean length of life of bulbs bibompany A and company B-
ii) Calculate sample standard deviation and sample variance for given da.
iii) Which company's bulbs are more uniform?

+*+

toa
.or
tr,a
aotg
ot!
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and Statistics

r' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own u,uds as far as practicable.
/ Aaempt All questiotts.
/ Thefigures intlu mogin indicate FultMarks.
/ Necessan tabla arc attoched hercwith.
{ Assurne suitable data if tecessuy.

l. The following are data on the breaking strengtlt (inpounds)of3.kinds ofmaterial: [2r3]
Material l IM l8l 200 187 w t7l
Material2 186 194 176 t82 133 183

Material3 t97 165 180 198 t75 til
i) Calculate the average breaking srength and the media breaking stenglh for each

material.
ii) Calculate st ndad deviatioq and variance for cacbmatcrid-

2. Define independent and mutually exclusive weots with m cxample- An assembly plant
receives its voltage rrEgulators frrom these three different srqtrrliers, 6W/ofiom supplier A,
30olo &om srpplicr B and l0% fiom supplier C. It is also hown fiil, 95% of voltage
regulators fiom 4 807o of these from B and 65% these Atm C perform according to
specificaions. Whc is the probabilitythat l2x3l
i) Anyone voltage regulator rweived by the plant vill perforrn according to

specifications.
ii) A voltage regulator that perform according to specfficacimcame frrom B and C.

3. Write differ€oce between binominal distibution and negaite binomial distibution with
suitable e,remfl6. 12+21

4. Among the 12 solar collectors on display a.t a fade slrow, 9 ae flat-plate collectors and

the others ar€ conceotratingcollectors. If a peson visiting thsbow randomly selects6 of
thcsolarcollectorsto checkouq u/hatistheprobabilitythat 12+2+21

i) Non ofthem will be flat-plale collectors.
ii) At least 3 of trem will be flat-plate collectors.
iii)At mos 2 of them will be concenhating collecto,rs. i

5. Define staodad normal disfiibution. Write dorm its importamc in engineering field. I4I

6. The breakdonm voltage X of randomly clrcsen diode of a puticular tlpe is known to be
normally distibuted with mean 40 and standard deviatio 1.5 volts. What is the
probability thatthe breakdoum voltage u,ill be t6I

i) Betu/e€n 39 and 42 volts
ii) Atmost43volts
iii)At least 3.9 volts

OR

If a random variable X has a function
(x):2e-h forx>o

0 forx<0
Find (i) Veri& that the function is probability density firnction

(ii)P(1<x<3)
(iir) Find mean and variance



il: :..: lr. . ::1:' : i:::r':: . :: l: :

7. What do you mean by the sampling disribution of sample propci'rtion?

8. A populatiorl consists of 5,69,12. Consider all possible samples of size two which'can be

drawn without replacement from this population Find
:

r) Pppulation meanstrd population staodad deviation
ii) M;* of sampling dishbution of pean.

iii) Standard emor of'-sampling distibution of mean.

9. The simple correlation coefficient between fertilizer (Xr), seeG (Xil and productivity
(X3) are rrz{.69,rn:A.64 and 13={.85. Calculate the partial conelation rrz.r and multiple

,0. ffirtl*fi*r," Research presented daF on compressive srrength X and ,"t,,*r"
permeability Y of various concr€te mixes and cures. Suomay quantities ate n = 14,

Ey: 572,8f = 23,530. Ex = 43,2* =151.42 and Exy = 1697.80. Assume that the two
variables are related according to rhe simple linear regression modd-

i) Calculate the least squarcs estimates of the slope and interce1*
ii) Use the equation of tlre fitted line to predict what perureability would be observed

when the compressive strength is x:4.3.
I l. The following are the breaking strength of three different brands bf cables.

Brand
A 40 30 50 60 30
B 60 40 55 65
C 60 50 7A 65 75 40

Constnrction AI{OVA table and test for the eqrdity of the averagc b,reaking stength of
cables at s=5Yo

OR
In a manirfacnning company the new rnodern paneg€r is in a belidthat music enhances

the productivity of workers- He made observations on 6 workers fc a wiek and recorded

the poduction before and after the music uas installed. From tbe dda given below, can

conclude that the has indeed due to music?

t4I

12x31

141

Iot

t6I

'you

12. A random':sample of size 16 showed a mean of 52 with a standrd deviation 4. Obtain
9*/od95o/o confidence limits population mem. t4l

13. From tlrc following data can you conclude that there association befi*En the prrchase of
brand andgeographical regionusing Chi-squaietest at cr=lVo? t5I

Resion
C€nffil Eastern West€m

Pwchas€ bmnd 40 55 45
Do not purchase brand 60 45 55

14. What are the steps in hlpothesis testing? A study shows that 16 of 200 computers
produced on one assembly need readjustment before shipping while same happens on t4
out of300 produced. Test at l% level ofsignificance that the second assembly is superior
thanfirstone? , t5l

15. Entrance scor€s is as follows: ll+2+2a31

Insitutes
A 740 800 830 840 850 890 830 930 1070
B 655 775 825 978 989 t025 950 Frd ll00
c 850 825 749 870 s65 978 925 950 r000

Calculate mean, standard dwiation, coefficient of variation and answer the following

i) Which institurc is good?
ii) Which institute is consistent/reliable?

+*:t

Week withotnmusic 219 20s 226 198 2@ 216
Weekwith music 23s L86 240 203 221 205

t
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1. Write any four characteristics of ideal measure of central tendency. For a group of 16

candidates, the mean and standard deviation w-ere found be 20 and 5 respectively. Later it
is discovered that the score 32 was measured as 23. Find the correct mean and correct

[2+41standard deviation.

2. Define dependent and independent events with examples. In a bolt factory, machines A, B
and C manufacture 25yo,35yo and 40Yo of the total respectively. Of their output 5,4 arrd2
percent are defective bolts. A bolt is drawn at random from the product an{ i9 found to be

defective. What is the probability that it was manufactured from the machine B? 12+41

3. Write any two conditions that a function is a probability mass function. It is found that
10% of the items produced by a company are defective. Out of 8 items chosen, using
binomial distibution, find the probability of: (i) no defective item'(ii) at least one

defective item. t2+2+21

4. Define Poisson distribution. Write the limiting case of Poisson distribution as a Binomial
L2+21distribution.

5. In a continuous distribution, whose probability density function (x):Kx(2-x), 0Sx<2=0
otherwise. Find: l2+Z+27

a) The value ofK
b) Meanofthe distribution

6. State the importance of normal distribution in engineering field with an example. t4:!

7. What do you mean by the sampling distribution of sample proportion? Distinguish
between parameter and statistics. [l+3]

8. State the central limit theorem. A random sample of size 100 is taken from an infinite
population having the mean 76 and variance 256. What is tire probability that the sample
mean rvill be between 75 and78? t6l

g. The following table gives the age of the cars of a certain cornpany and annual
maintenancecosts: , [5]

Ageofcars(Years): 2 4 6 8 I0
Maintenancecosts(Rs.000): l0 15 22 32 46
Obtain the regression equation for cost related to age and also estimate the cost of
maintenance for l0 yrs old car.
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10. The simple correlation coefficie.nt between temperature (X1), com.yield (Xz) and rainfall
(Xr) are r12 = 0.59, rrr - 0.46 anrl r2j :0.77. Calculate the partial correlation coefficient

rlz.r alrd riuitipie coreiati.in l{r.z:. : 1 :

I l. The sample of 900 members has a mean of 3.4cms and standard deviation 2.6lcms. If the
. ppulation is normal and its mean is unknown, find 95% and 98o/o fidcial limiis of true

mean.

12. A potential buyer of light bulbs bought 50 bulbs each of rwo brands. Upon testing these

bulbs, he found that brand A had a mean life of 1282 hours with S.D. of 80 hours whereas

the brand B had. a mean life. of 1208 hours rvith S.D. of 94 hours. Can the buyer be quite

certain that the rwo brands do differ in quality? a: l$Yo.

13. Describe the procedure of the test of significance of mean for sample-.

14. A soft drink is being bottled using two different filling machines. The standard deviation
of the process for machine A and B rvas 0.010 and 0.015L respectively. 30 bottles rvere

randomly sample( from each machine and the means were 2.04 and 2.07 L respectively.
Can one conclude that both machines are tllling the same volume of soft-drink? Test the

hypothesis at o, = 0.bt level of significance.

OR

Eight pots growing barley plants each \4'ere exposed to a high tension discharge, while
nine similar pots were enclosed in an earthed wire cage. The number of tillers in each pot
were an follovvs:

.tsj

tsl

l4l

l6l

Caged t7 27 18 25 27 29 27 23 t7
Electrified 16 t6 20 16 20 t7 I5 21

Test the hypothesis whether electrification exercises have any real effect on the fillering at

s:0.05 level of significance.

15. The admission staff of a university, concerned with the-success of the students it selecls
for admission wishes to compare the students' college performances with high schooi
grades and test scores. The high school and college grade-point average (GPA) and
student's average test (SAT) scores of 20 sampled students are follows: pxal
H.S. GPA Colleee GPA SAT score H.S. GPA Colleee GPA SAT score

3.5 2.5 I 100 3.4 3.6 I 180
2,6 2,7 940 2.9 3.0 t0l0
2.7 2.2 950 3.9 4.0 1330
3.7 1 r60 3.2 3.5 l 150
4.0 3.8 1340 2.1 2.5 940
3.5 3.6 l 180 2.2 2.8 960
3.s 3.8 1250 3.4 3.4 1170
2.2 3.5 1040 3.6 3.0 r 100
3.9 3.7 13 l0 2.6 1.9 860
4.0 3.9 1330 2.4 3.2 I 070

a) Find, for each of the HS GPA, college GPA and SAT scores; The mean and standard
deviation.

b) \l'hat is your conclusion about variability and uniformity frorn the analysis?
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and Statistics

/ Candidates Are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicabie.
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/ Necessary figures are attached herehtith.
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1. a)

b)

2. a)

Group A

Find the median, the lower and upper quartiles and the inter-quartile range for the

t6lfollowing data: 4,0, 5, 3, 6,2,5,9, 5, 3.

Discuss the importance and limitation of graphical representation of data. t5l

An engineering systemhas two componqnts, Let us define the following.events: t6]

A: First 
"o*porrri 

is good; A: Firpt component is defective.

B: Second component is good; B : Second component is defective.

Describe the following events in tenns of A, A, B and B if at least one of the
components is good one is good and one is defective

The test has produced the following result: P(A) = 0.8, P(B/A : 0.85, P(B/A ): 035
Determine the probability that

i) The second component is good.
ii) At least one of component is good.
iii) Are they independent? Veriff your ansllrer.

b)

3. a)

b)

4- a)

Define sample sp&o, eve,nl and outgome with suitable exapple,

Define the probability density frrnction and it probabitty distibution. Give'tfuee
engineering exanrples of discrete case.

Test for irnpurities commonly for:nd in drinking water.from private wells showed that
30% of all wells in a particular area have imp*ity A. If a random sarnple of 5 wells is
selected from the large number of wells in the are4 what is the probability that:

i) Exactly 3 will have impurity A?
ii) At least 3?

iii) Fewer than 3?

Define the hlper geometric distribution. Describe the conditions for Hyper geornetric

distibution,

b) From the DVDs manufactured by Sony, batches of DVDs are randomly selected and

the number of defects x is found for each batch as given below.

i) Identify the randorn variable x (discrete or contin-uous).
. ' ii) If in a batch it contains 500OCD, find the average numter of defective DVDs

5. a) Define the normal distibution and standard normal distribution and its application in
engineering field.

tsI

t6l

tsl

tsl

t6t a

4_/x 0 I 2 3

P(x) 0.502 0.385 0.089 0.011 0.001

t5l



b) The Precision Scientific Instrument Company manufactures thermometers that are

supposerl to giv,: reading of OoC at the freezing point oinater. Tests ot I large sample

of tt e." instruments reveal that at the freezing point of water, somc t?rermometers

give readings.below 0" (denoted by negative numbers) and some give readings above

0" ldenoteJ by positive numbers). Assume that the mean reading is 0"C and the

standard deviation of the readings is l.00oC. Also assume that the reading are

normally distributed. If one thermometer is randomly selected, find the probability of
randomiy selecting one thermometer that reads (at the freezing point of water)

i) . The reading is less than 1.58o ii) Above - 1.23". :

Oefine the joint probability mass dishibution, marginal probability mass function and

conditional joint probability mass function.

The given joint probability density function is f*r(x, y) = a(x + y), for 0 < x < 1 and

1<y<2:0.elsewhere

D Find the marginal function of X and Y.
ii) Find the probability for (0.5 < x < 0.8 and Y > 1.5)

. lrfOUP DGroup B

What are estintator and estimates? Describe the criteria for a good estimator.

A commission on crime is interested in the estimation of the proportion of crimes to
firearms in an area with one of the highest crime rates in a country. The commission
selects a random sample of 300 files of recently committed crimes in the area and

determine that a fuearm Was reportedly used in 180 of them. Estimate 95Yo and 99Ya

confidence of the tnre proportion p of all crimes committed in tlie area in which some

tlpe of firearrr was reportedly used.

What are assumptions for z- test? Describe the procedures of testing proportion?

The Edison Electric Institute has published figures.on the annual value of kilowatt
hours consumed by various home appliances. It is claimed that a vactium cleaner
coniumed an average of 46 kilowatt hours per year. If a random sample of 12 homes
included in a planned study indicates that vacuum cleaner consumes an average of 42

kilowatt hours per year with a standard deviation of 11.9 kilowatt hours, does this
suggest at the 0.05 level of significance that vacuum cleaners consumes, on the
average, less than 46 kilowatt hours annual$ Assume the population of kilowatt

6. a)

b)

7. a)

b)

8. a)

b)

I5l

l6l

t6l

t6l

t6l

t6l

{-

' hours to be normal t6l
9. a) Describe the enors of hypothesis. Explain the procedqe for test of significance of pair data. t6l

absorbency. Th.e average percent absorbency df 25 randomly selected pieces of'cotton
fiber was for:nd to be 20 with a standard-deviation of 1.25. A random sample of 25 .'

-, - .-,-pieces of,,acetate yieHed au averago percent,sf l2-with a-standard deviation of l..25, Is '. - - '-r - :

-there strong evidence .that the population mean peicent absorbency for cotton fiber is r, ',, 
"'

significantly higher than'the mean for acetate? Assume that the percent absorbency is L ,
approximately normally distributed and that the population vdriances in percent
absorbency for the two fibers are the sarne. Use a significance level of 0.05. t6]

10. a) Write the properties of correlation coefficient and describe under what condition there
exist onlyoneregression line. t6]

b) On 13 April 1994, the following concentrations of pollutants were recorded at eight
stations of the monitoring slatem for.air pollution control located in the downtown
area of t6l

i)' Show the between NOz and COz by graphical method
ii| Compute the eouelation coefficient between NOz and COz
iii) Erplain the relaticinship between NOz and COz

*{.{.

Station
Aquileia Cenisio Juv-ara Lieuria Marche Senato Verziere Zavattai

NOr me /mr 130 130 115 tzo 135 142 90 116

COzmslrrf 2.9 .-",4.4 3.6 4.1 3.3 5.7 4.8 7.3


